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Books are cheap but hard to buy, because editions are so
quickly exhausted; to overcome this difficulty some
institutes—for instance the Moscow University—stock a
hundred or so copies of essential text-books in the library.
Medical and dental attention are free, but hard to come by
unless the student is really in urgent need. From talking
to students I had the impression that they can just manage
to live on their state grants, but it needs self-denial and
good luck to do so. A glimpse of the domestic conditions
in dormitories is given in an amusing newspaper article
entitled * Among the Storms of the World *. The article
describes the storms which are constantly raging in a many-
storeyed building on the Bolshaya Yakimanka, where
6 S.O.S.'s are often heard from the 400 students of the 2nd
Moscow Institute of Medicine who live there*. For five
months, the writer says, the communal laundry has been
undergoing repair, and the students are compelled to wash
their linen wherever they can find the facilities, in their
friends* houses, etc. But washing is not everything:
clothes must also be dried, and in this building there is
nowhere to hang them. Seven daring students who hung
their sheets and towels to dry in discreet corners of the
corridors suffered a defeat when a light breeze, not without
the assistance of deft hands, * blew * all their linen off the
lines.
The seven complained to the commandant, who. promised
to take measures. But a few days later some jumpers,
dresses, and slippers belonging to them also vanished.
The robber was able easily to pass the porter at the one
door of the building, carrying his stolen goods. Nor was
there only one robber, nor did he come only once. The
winged words of the commandant—* The porter is not
responsible for thefts in the communal quarters3—did little
to ensure watchfulness as to those who came in and out
of this door on business. The students complained to the
deputy director of the Institute, but with no effect, since he
and the commandant were in the plot. Among the student^

